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Event details and timetable 

In the Grim Darkness of the Yorkshire Winter there is only War… 

Northern Annihilation is a one day ITC registered event taking place at York Race 
Course on February 3rd 2019 during the Annual Vapnartak Game Show. Vapnartak is a 
busy, eclectic mix of miniatures, venders, demos, participation games and tournaments, 
and is run annually by the York Wargaming Society. 

Player Limit: 36 
Rounds: 3 

The event will take place on February 3rd at York Race Course.  
York Race Course is located at: 

Knavesmire Road 
York 
YO231EX 

https://goo.gl/maps/JaQRTwJ4bB82 

IMPORTANT: 
Your tournament ticket includes entry into the main show event. You do NOT need to 
buy a Vapnartak ticket separately. When you arrive at York Race Course on the day of 
the event you’ll likely see a queue of people waiting to get into the Show. You do 
NOT need to queue; tournament players should walk to the entrance and advise the 
staff on the door that they have a tournament ticket. 

The event timetable will run as follows: 

Note these timings are subject to change if we end up running late on the day we may need a 
short break or lunch. York Race Course requires all members of the public to leave by 17:30. 

08:30 - 09:00 Event registration, Army unpacking

09:00 - 11:00 Round One

11:00 - 11:30 Short Break

11:30 - 13:30 Round Two

13:30 - 14:45 Lunch! - Leave army out on table for best painted

14:45 - 16:45 Round Three

16:45 - 17:15 Close of Play. Packing armies away, etc

17:15 Awards!

https://goo.gl/maps/JaQRTwJ4bB82


Please be on time in the morning and returning from lunch. Note that if you are more than 15 
minutes late for the start of any round you will be classed as forfeiting the game and your 
opponent will be given a default win with maximum points. 

Army composition 
All armies must be 1750pts or less. 

Per the matched play rules, armies must be battle-forged and you cannot create an army list 
containing more than a total of three of the detachments listed in the main rulebook on Pg.
242-245.  

All current Games Workshop & Forgeworld 8th edition Warhammer 40,000 source material may 
be used to build your Battle-forged army, providing it is not classed as beta and was released on 
or before November the 12nd. This is to give everyone a chance to practise or at least 
familiarise themselves with any new releases. Nobody likes getting blindsided by an army they 
know nothing about. 

Understrength Units as defined in the main rulebook on Pg.242 may only be included within 
Auxiliary Support Detachments (Pg.245). 

Note you may not use any units with a power level of higher than 32. 

Rules pack/changes 

We will be using all current Games Workshop and Forgeworld FAQ’s and Erratas.  
All Beta rules will be in effect. 

In addition the following rules change is in effect for the tournament. 

Ruins: For this event, the bottom level walls of all ruins are considered to block LoS even if they 
do not actually do so. This means existing openings in them such as those created by windows, 
doors, bullet holes, etc. block LoS. This rule does not mean the players create walls where none 
existed. If in doubt as to where to define these barriers, clarify with your opponent before the 
game begins. 

Missions 

We will be using the ITC champions missions throughout the event.  
Details on them can be found HERE 

Round 1- Dawn of War, What's yours is mine  

Round 2- Frontline Assault, Seize ground  

Round 3-  Hammer and Anvil, Crucible of champions  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ltQMdeDqYRXOhvdYT3dtUSji3AISvZRM8gDlhOXDaF8/edit


Scoring 

Scoring the tournament will be done entirely on game scores. ‘Soft’ scores such as sportsmanship 
and painting are handled separately. 

Scoring breaks down as follows: 
Win: 1000pts 
Draw: 500pts 
Loss: 0pts 

You also retain your game score. So for example: 
Kyle beats Jordan 20-5. Kyle would score 1020 (his 1000 for winning plus his 20 game score.) 
Jordan would score 5 (his 0 for a loss plus his 5 game score.) 

As these missions use turn by turn scoring it is on you and your opponent to manage time 
effectively, this is in both of your interests as the longer the game goes the more both of your 
scores can increase. 

In the event a player is tabled the person who tabled their opponent scores as described in the 
mission pack (4pts per turn plus all remaining POSSIBLE secondaries.) 

Conceding games are scored the same way as tablings. With the exception that the player who 
concedes scores 0. This is to encourage players to play out their games to a natural conclusion. 
This is because conceding a game can skew results, it is only fair to everyone in the tournament 
to have as many games concluding naturally as possible. Please note if a player concedes a game 
on or before turn two they are also conceding their right to any tournament prize support. This 
is because by conceding so early they are denying their opponent a game and that’s unfair on 
their opponent who had paid and likely travelled a reasonable distance to the event to play. 

In the event of a dead tie of the whole event (which is incredibly unlikely!) the tying players will 
race on Mario kart, both as Waluigi. 

Submitting your score: Self scoring will be enabled on the Best Coast pairings app. One or 
both players will need to have this app. A brief demonstration of how to use it will be 
provided on the day for those who do not know. If you and your opponent are both unable to 
use the app for any reason then please let the TO know who will submit your score for you. 

List Submissions 

Prior to the event please email: na2019@yorkgarrison.co.uk with any rules queries or anything 
regarding building your list.  

You will also be required to submit your army list for checking by Friday February 1st, 11:59pm. 
The email to send this to is: na2019@yorkgarrison.co.uk 

Any lists submitted after the deadline may incur a victory points penalty. Note: lists submitted 
before the deadline which are found to be incorrect and asked to be resubmitted once corrected 
will not incur any penalties so long as they are resubmitted in a timely fashion. 

Once a list has been submitted it is final! 

Please submit your list as text in the main body of the email. Please also include your ITC email 
address (if different from the email being used to send the list), full name and team name. 
For those not familiar with the ITC rankings you just use your email address as an ID for your 
rankings. It’s important you use the same ID for each event. 



Rules Disputes and Judging 

During the event there will be rules judges you can call over for any in game disputes. Their 
decisions are final. Whilst you are free to offer up your case for a rule to be read a certain way 
once they have made a decision you are not permitted to argue. 

Judges decisions unless stated only set precedent for that game. Should the same rules dispute 
occur in a later game please call another judge who will resolve it how they see fit.  

If you have a rule you feel should be discussed prior to the event and agreed upon how it should 
be played please email na2019@yorkgarrison.co.uk with your rules query. Where possible 
include references and page numbers. Screenshots of rules are also appreciated. 
Players should note in the event of any rules disputes if you are unable to provide an official GW 
rules source (digital or physical are acceptable) you will automatically be ruled against.  

Slow Play 

Deliberately Slow Playing is considering unsportsmanlike conduct. Anyone who feels their 
opponent is intentionally slow playing for an advantage should report it to the judges.  
If you are reported for slow playing you will receive one warning and be asked to speed up. If 
you are reported again you will be required to play the remainder of your games on a chess 
clock.  
We will be using the chess clock rules found HERE 
If both players consent to it you are more than welcome to play using chess clocks in a normal 
environment as well. 

Sportsmanship 
Sportsmanship is handled with a Thumb’s Up, Thumbs Down format. We default games to a 
Thumbs Up from both players. 
If your opponent was acting in an unsportsmanlike manner, which we define as being verbally 
abusive, physically aggressive, was more than 15 minutes late for a round, conceded a game in 
the first two turns or knowingly cheated on a rule, you are free to give him or her a Thumbs 
Down on sports. This rule does not exist to express displeasure in a game because you didn’t like 
your opponent, your opponent’s army, or you had rules debates, etc. 
Please take every step to avoid giving your opponent a thumbs down, call a judge, express your 
concerns, try and communicate with them why they are making an issue for you. We are all 
adults and should be able to navigate a game of toy soldiers in a friendly manner. 
A player that receives two or more Thumbs Down on Sportsmanship will be met with 
administrative action up to and including ejection from the event with no refund of the ticket 
cost. 

Painting 

Your army must be a minimum of 3 colours and based. In this case primer counts as a colour and 
any clear bases (such as skimmer bases) do not need to be based or painted. Note this is 3 
colours painted, spraying a miniature black then dotting a couple of colours on its head is not 
acceptable. We all know what is meant by properly painted, it doesn’t have to be high quality 
but must show at least some effort to be painted was made. 

https://www.frontlinegaming.org/2018/03/07/open-source-chess-clock-rules-for-warhammer-40k-tournaments/


All models must be wysiwyg  

There will be a best painted award and will be voted on by the players and judges.  
Each player and judge will be given 1 vote to cast throughout the tournament, we usually ask 
players nominated for the best painted award to leave their armies out over lunch so people can 
place a vote. 

In the event of a tie the player with the most judge votes wins.  

Note it is not allowed to vote for yourself! 

FAQ 

What do we do for lunch? 
York Race Course has its own cafeteria. Be warned that it can get quite busy during the 
show. 

There is a Tesco Super Market a short drive away; 
https://www.tesco.com/store-locator/uk/?bid=3488 

There are also a number of fast food venues, such as Subway and KFC on the way into 
the City Centre, again a short drive away; 
https://goo.gl/maps/CrPgK5oM7aL2 

But, ultimately, we’d recommend bringing something to eat and spending your time 
enjoying the show. 

How is it best to travel to York Race Course? 

By Car 

Point your SatNav/Phone/Auspex at YO231EX 

If you’re travelling from the north of the city you’ll naturally hit the A1237 - the northern 
stretch of York’s Ring Road. Join the A1237 and follow signs for Leeds A64, but leave at the Wood 
Thrope Roundabout onto Moor Lane. Stay on Moor Lane until you reach a large round about and 
join the A1036. 

The A64 runs around the south of the city. Take the exit at Askham Bar to join the A1036. The 
A1036 leads on to Tadcaster Road. The Race Course is unmissable once you’re on Tadcaster Road. 
Take the turning to Knavesmire Road and follow it directly to the Race Course entrance. 

York Race Course is well sign-posted and well visited, you should see plenty of signs when you’re 
close. Parking is free. 

By Train 

York Train Station is two miles from the Race Course. It’s certainly walkable, however if you 
don’t know the route we’d suggest taking a Taxi or bus. As it’s the event runs on a sunday buses 

https://www.tesco.com/store-locator/uk/?bid=3488
https://goo.gl/maps/CrPgK5oM7aL2
https://goo.gl/maps/gzRsbGEMRUT2


are on a limited service, but, you can plan your journey here. A taxi shouldn’t be expense, 
particularly if travelling as a group. 

Can I use an army painted the same as multiple forgeworlds/chapters/doctrines etc? 

Yes you may, however you are expected to make it extremely obvious which units belong to 
which chapter/forgeworld etc. 

Examples requested by players:  
Valhallans being shown by cadian infantry with snow bases. The rest of the army is on dirt bases.  
Painting blue rims on some units to distinguish them as a separate forgeworld. 
In all cases it is expected that you explain the distinguishing feature to your opponent before the 
game and remind them throughout. The distinguishing feature must be immediately obvious at a 
glance.  

If you are unsure email pictures for approval; na2019@yorkgarrison.co.uk. 

Rulings relating to the BIG FAQ 2: 

May I regenerate CP for stratagems during deployment or before the first battle round has 
begun? 

As the rule limits cp regeneration to 1cp per battle round you may not regenerate any command 
points used on stratagems before the beginning of the first battle round. 

If I have a flying unit which can move again (via warptime or soulbrust for example) may it 
move over models and terrain as described for the movement phase even though it is 
actually happening in another phase? 

If the extra movement rule uses the phrase “as if it is the movement phase” you may move over 
models and terrain as described for flying units in the movement phase. If it does not contain 
this phrase you may not. 

https://www.firstgroup.com/york/plan-journey/journey-planner/?from=Station%20Rd,%20York%20YO24%201AB,%20UK&to=York%20YO23%201EU,%20UK&date=2019-02-03&hr=08&min=30&modes=bus&type=at&flat=53.95798&flng=-1.0931900000000496&tlat=53.943016&tlng=-1.0929049999999734
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